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Embrace New Normal in Education and Forecast New Trends in Learning and Teaching 
Themed Actualising Future Ready Education, Key Highlights of LTE 2021 Unveiled 

 
Hong Kong, 10 November 2021 – The 11th Learning and Teaching Expo (LTE), jointly organised by Hong 
Kong Education City (EdCity) and Bailey Communications HK and supported by the Education Bureau, will 
be held on 8-10 December 2021 at the Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre. Following a hybrid 
model, LTE 2021 this year will feature more than 270 activities and 360 exhibition booths with over 13,000 
visits anticipated. For the first time, innovative education technologies that arises from the pandemic will 
be on display. At the press conference today, the organisers have unveiled the key highlights of the expo 
and brought together various experts for a robust discussion on some topical issues about learning and 
teaching in the post-covid era.    
 
Post-pandemic education trends on spotlight 
 
In response to the ongoing pandemic and technology-driven transformation in global education, the expo 
will feature more than 270 activities in the theme of Actualising Future Ready Education. There will be 
three brand-new programmes – the AI Summit, Greater Bay Area Innovative Education Forum and the  
Education in the Post-Pandemic Era seminars to explore a wide spectrum of educational terrains and 
education reforms driven by new technologies.  
 
Mr Victor Cheng, Executive Director of EdCity, said, ‘EdCity has served Hong Kong’s education community 
for more than two decades. We have been driving the development of innovative education over the 
years, and connecting local educators with their international counterparts to forge an exchange of ideas 
with platforms like the Learning and Teaching Expo. This year’s LTE will showcase cutting-edge new 
educational resources, which support schools on turning challenges into opportunities during and after 
the pandemic. There are plenty of new components at the expo, including keynote speeches about 
blended learning and learning design, teaching students creative and computational thinking to achieve 
self-directed learning goals, etc. We all embrace the education’s new normal together with our fellow 
practitioners.’ 
 
Mr Stuart Bailey, Founder and CEO of Bailey Communications said, ‘Learning and Teaching Expo, as the 
leading signature event in the education sector, will continue to provide an effective global platform for 
the education community to explore the latest education technology, as well as learning tools and 
resources. This year LTE will feature over 360 exhibition booths showcasing a wide range of innovative 
educational resources from Singapore, the UK and the USA, as well as lots of projects developed by local 
schools. It is expected that the exciting exhibition and programmes will attract over ten thousand leading 
education professionals, experienced educators joining LTE this year.’ 
 
He added that in order to provide a safe and healthy environment for all visitors and exhibitors, the 
organiser is taking stringent measures to maintain the highest standards of health and hygiene at all times, 
such as requiring all visitors, exhibitors and expo staff to wear masks inside the exhibition hall, arranging 
wider gangways and larger seminar venues, implementing ‘contactless’ registration and admission, and 
sanitising public facilities frequently, etc.  
 

https://www.ltexpo.com.hk/LTE/stringent-measures-for-health-and-hygiene/
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New forums to navigate the future of education 
 
A new global forum, taking place on 1 December virtually, will set the scene of LTE 2021. The forum will 
bring together renowned experts and government officials from around the world to share their wealth 
of experience and insights on the topic Futures of Education and Schooling in the Digital, Post-Pandemic 
Era. The speakers include Mr Wong Siew Hoong, Director-General of Education of  Singaporean Ministry 
of Education; Mr Mart Laidmets, Former Secretary General of Estonian Ministry of Education and 
Research; Prof Cheng Kai Ming, Emeritus Professor at the University of Hong Kong; Prof Fernando M. 
Reimers, Ford Foundation Professor of the Practice in International Education at Harvard Graduate School 
of Education, USA; Prof Andreas Schleicher, Director of Directorate for Education and Skills of Organisation 
for Economic Co-operation and Development. 
 
Over the course of the three-day LTE 2021, senior global dignitaries including government officials, 
scholars, school administers and education leaders will share their views on global education 
development in a hybrid mode. Topics include:  
 

• Global Horizon on Education: With the global learning landscape gradually emerging from the 
pandemic that disrupted the education of 90% of students worldwide according to UNESCO, how 
should global education evolve in the post-pandemic era? 
 

• Actualising Future Ready Education: Technological innovation transforms talent demand and 
development. How should stakeholders drive educational reform, and teach the new generation 
the diversified knowledge, skills and qualities required for the unforeseeable future? 
 

• Creating for Our AI Future: Artificial intelligence (AI) education is gaining momentum. Apart from 
equipping students with the technical AI knowledge, how should educators encourage them to 
put knowledge into practice, and thus tackle real world issues through AI application and design 
thinking? 
 

• Blended Learning & Learning Design: Blended learning has emerged as a new trend globally and 
learning design is no longer the same. How should educators optimize the efficacy of both online 
and offline teaching that allows teachers to understand the individual needs of each student and 
promote self-directed learning at the same time? 

Another spotlight of LTE is the ‘Greater Bay Area Innovative Education Forum’, in which various 
stakeholders will discuss the new opportunities for education arising from the GBA development. The GBA 
has seen rapid development under the advancement of a national policy. With a population of 86 million, 
a GDP of US$1.6 trillion, or 12% of China’s GDP, the area is not only one of the most vibrant in Asia but 
also ready to become a world-class city region. This situation also poses an urgent question for the 
government, the business community, and the broader society – how the education sector can meet the 
demand for talent through transformation and innovation. 
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Blended learning as the new black, new skills on demand in the AI era 
 
At the press conference, invited guest speakers joined to share their thoughts on key topics, such as 
Blending Learning & Learning Design and the future skills required in the new age of human-machine 
interdependence. 
 
At the forum themed Blended learning and learning design for self-directed learning, Prof Nancy Law, 
Deputy Director of Centre for Information Technology in Education of Faculty of Education at the 
University of Hong Kong and Mr Lee Wai Ming, eLearning Lead Specialist at SKH Yuen Chen Maun Chen 
Jubilee Primary School shared their thoughts on how to leverage learning design to achieve teaching 
reforms and how to incorporate the blended learning components into teaching to prepare the students 
for the future. A school case from SKH Kei Yan Primary School showcased how to bridge the gap between 
online and offline through virtual learning environment, backed by unconventional assessment methods 
and innovative teaching mission.  
 
In view of the approaching AI era, design thinking improves problem-solving ability. Prof Thomas Chiu, 
Head of Teacher Development and School Engagement Team at the CUHK Jockey Club AI for the Future 
Project unveiled the skillset needed in the 21st century, the six major learning indicators of the project as 
well as the learning outcomes in affiliate schools and the application of AI in education. Prof Thomas Chiu 
said, ‘Educators need to help students grasp human talents and high emotional intelligence to master the 
21st century skills under the AI generation, and use AI humanely in the future.’ Meanwhile, Pope Paul VI 
College has developed a school-based AI curriculum, which helps students to employ design thinking in 
solving day-to-day problems. Their representatives shared their experience on how to equip students with 
AI knowledge, and lead the new generation of Hong Kong to a digital era. 
 

LTE 2021 Events Date Venue 

Global Forum 1 December  Online  
(Event Page: www.edcity.hk/r/GlobalForum)  

Main Stage Keynote Speeches 8-10 
December 

Hong Kong Convention & Exhibition Centre 
Hall 3CDE 

Greater Bay Area Innovative 
Education Forum 

8 December Hong Kong Convention & Exhibition Centre 
Hall 3CDE 

 
For more details of LTE 2021, please visit www.LTExpo.com.hk. 
 
About Hong Kong Education City  
Hong Kong Education City (EdCity) provides a one-stop professional education portal (EdCity.hk) with 
information, resources, interactive communities and online services. With the vision of ‘Actualising Future 
Ready Education’, EdCity continuously develops and introduces new services over the past 20 years, and 
endeavours to promote and support all schools in Hong Kong to adopt eLearning and innovative education. 
 
About Bailey Communications Hong Kong  
Bailey Communications HK is a full service professional exhibition and event organiser based in Hong Kong. 
The focus of Bailey Communications HK is on developing quality events for both buyers and sellers. With 
a focus on how technology can assist in matching buyers and sellers so that real business objectives are 
met; Bailey Communications HK build smart events designed for the future. 
 

http://www.edcity.hk/r/GlobalForum
http://www.ltexpo.com.hk/
http://edcity.hk/
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Tel: (852) 6172 6123 
Email: marina@brianstormcontent.com   

Mr Brian Yeung 
Brandstorm Communciations  
Tel: (852) 6255 3845 
Email: brian@brianstormcontent.com  

Ms Ling Hung  
Hong Kong Education City 
Tel: (852) 9077 7220 
Email: linghung@hkecl.net  

Ms Katy Ma 
Hong Kong Education City 
Tel: (852) 2624 1062  
Email: katy@hkecl.net 
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Photo Caption 

 
 

Organisers of LTE 2021, EdCity and Bailey 
Communications HK, held a press  
conference on 10 Nov, highlighted the post pandemic 
cutting-edge pedagogies and the blueprint of AI 
Education, as a prelude to kick off this year’s LTE.  
 

 
 

The forum ‘Actualising Future Ready Education: 
Blended Learning and Learning Design for Self-
directed Learning’ 

 
 

The forum ‘Approaching AI Era, Design Thinking 
Improves Problem-solving Ability’ 
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